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TIPS SHARES

MINING

THARISA (THS)

Tharisa explains it all

BUY

Bull points
Low costs and positive cash flows
Platinum deficits
Possiblemaiden dividend
Premium chrome product

Bear points
Current platinum prices
The shares lack liquidity

Any followers of Lonmin (LON) or Anglo
American (AAL) will know that the South

African platinum industry has
been beset with issues in the
past two years. First came major
industrial strife and strikes, then
unsustainably low metals prices.
So the June debut of Tharisa
(THS) – a platinum and chrome producer with
operations in the south-western limb of South
Africa’s Bushveld complex – was a surprising
addition to London’s main market, which had
not seen a mining company list in five years.
But, as a number of institutional investors
have noted, Tharisa’s valuation reflects a still-
tarnished sector rather than the prospects for
its stable, cheap, open-pit production. Besides,
most of its sales are from its output of chrome,
which should limit comparisons with platinum
specialists. And even if prices for Tharisa’s
metals remain flat, it is generating enough
cash to lead to a maiden dividend in 2017.

Those low-cost operations were highlighted
in half-year results to March. Although average
prices sat at $686 (£526) an ounce of platinum
group metals sold (also known as the PGM
basket price, which changes from mine to
mine), all-in costs were just $492 an ounce,
including capital spending and non-cash-flow
items apart from financing. In the same period,
Lonmin’s unit cash costs were $782 per PGM
ounce, slightly more than its basket price.

Even better, Tharisa has a major secondary
source of income: chrome concentrate, which
is largely used in stainless steel manufac-
turing. While chrome prices fell in the last
reported period to $106 per tonne, manage-
ment reduced all-in costs to $102 and is now
quoting July sales at $150 a tonne. This price
rise (which is also anticipated for PGMs) could
continue if chrome falls into a supply deficit in
the next two years, as some analysts expect. If
this happens, higher-cost chrome mines will
still need to see more price appreciation to
restart operations, an event only likely if steel

makers eat into their stockpiles.
Both the PGM and chrome produced by

Tharisa involves a high degree of mechanisa-
tion and highly-skilled contractors. And, while
its open pit mine is near full capacity and
has 20 years before operations need to move
underground, near-term expansion is hardly
limited. Management has identified three
projects that could boost profit: a magnetic
separation plant to increase chrome recovery;
a fine grind circuit to boost platinum recovery;
and a rail loop to reduce tailings costs.

This requires cash, but cash
generation is something Tharisa
should be good at. If higher prices
can help the company build on a
first-half gross profit margin of 25
per cent, then operating cash flow

is likely to increase significantly beyond the
$18.4m generated in the last period. The com-
pany could then use that excess cash for more
than just debt repayments and dividends.

True, it’s difficult to deal in the shares,
which may partly explain why the price has
almost doubled since the June listing. But the
stock still sits on barely more than four times
earnings forecast for 2016-17, the year when
rising metals prices may light up profits (see
table). That looks too cheap – buy. AN

a new warehouse in Shirebrook and the
integration of other acquisitions) which,
along with the £7.1m cost of an earlier
employees’ share scheme, led to a 0.5 per
cent dip in cash profit to £381m and an 8
per cent fall in underlying pre-tax profit to
£275m.

Finally, management is not having a
good run – and not just on the PR side. Most
of the bad press has revolved around the
company’s highly criticised employment
practices. That’s serious. However, the main
concern among City analysts seems to be
that the top management team isn’t going
to change and more nasty surprises such as
the hedging decision – a “mistake” in the
words of broker Peel Hunt – can’t be ruled
out. That’s why analysts believe the share
price will continue its miserable run, espe-
cially as they think the shares don’t even
deserve to trade on an earnings multiple
that’s well below the average for retailers.

Sure, Sports Direct isn’t going to disap-
pear. Its presence on UK high streets is huge
and its Brands division – best known for
Dunlop and Karrimor – is making decent
progress. But we can’t see any near-term
catalysts for growth – much less for a re-
rating in the shares – as costs rise, capital
spending increases and negative sentiment
takes root. The shares trade on just 10 times
forward earnings, but they’re lowly rated
for a reason, pricing in a host of concerns
relating to 2016-17. Those who don’t hold the
stock should steer clear. For those who do,
it’s not too late to sell. HR

Tharisa

Ord Price: 68pMarket Value: £175m

Touch: 65-68p 12-Month High: 68p Low: 35p

Forward Dividend Yield: 2.4% Forward PE Ratio: 4
Net Asset Value: 52pNet Debt: 16%

Year to Turnover Pre-tax Earnings Dividend
30Sep ($m) profit ($m) per share (¢) per share (¢)

2013 215 -63.0 -20.0 nil

2014 241 -40.3 -20.0 nil

2015 247 9.6 2.0 nil

2016* 216 29.4 8.3 nil

2017* 295 75.5 21.3 2.1

% change +37 +157 +157 –
Normal market size: 3,000 Market Makers: 4
*Peel Hunt forecasts £1=$1.304 Last ICview: None

Sports Direct International

Ord Price: 289.4pMarket Value: £1.73bn

Touch: 289.4-289.6p 12-Month High: 821p Low: 251p

Dividend Yield: nil PE Ratio: 10

Net Asset Value: 216pNet Debt: 7%

Year to Turnover Pre-tax Earnings Dividend
24Apr (£bn) profit (£m) per share (p) per share (p)

2014 2.71 249 30.4 nil

2015 2.83 296 36.6 nil

2016 2.90 275 34.5 nil

2017* 3.08 208 26.2 nil

2018* 3.26 223 28.1 nil

% change +6 +7 +7 –
Normal market size: 5,000 Matched bargain trading Beta: 0.8
*Liberum forecasts, adjusted PTP and EPS
Last ICview: Sell, 290pp, 7 Jul 2016
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IC TIP RATING
Tip style: SPECULATIVE
Risk rating: HIGH
Timescale: LONG TERM




